**Dr. Rangin Dadfar Spanta**

**NUG Stance on Saudi-Yemen Issue “Irresponsible Act”**

KARUL - Former National Security Advisor Dr. Rangin Dadfar Spanta strongly criticized the National Unity Government (NUG) for supporting the Saudi Arabian’s intervention in Yemen, calling it “irresponsible and dangerous decision.”

“The Yemen crisis is a fight between the regional powers,” Spanta said. “It’s not in our interest to interfere in this issue.”

Criticizing the government for what he believes “harmful and irresponsible decision.” Spanta warned of devastating consequences of supporting the “war between regional powers.”

“We must maintain our neutrality in the fight between Iran and Saudi Arabia in Yemen,” Spanta emphasized.

He asked the NUG leaders to resolve the cabinet and other domestic issues instead of interfering into a “war between brother countries.”

Spanta demanded the government to continue with its friendly relations with Iran and other regional countries.

He also called on the government to maintain a peaceful environment inside the country. Students also said that they are unable to pay the high rents of rooms and house bills outside.

**Afghanistan Hails Iran Nuke Deal**

**Kochi Warns to Launch Series of Protest Against Land Grabbing**

**Govt. Urged to Review HPC Structure before Peace Talks**

KARUL - The Afghan government has welcomed a nuclear deal between Iran and world powers. President Ashraf Ghani said in a statement the deal was an interest of Afghanistan, the region and the world as a whole.

Kochi - A member of Kochi (south-eastern) in eastern Afghanistan province on Sunday called on all Kochis to protest against the land grab. The local district allocated land for pasture of their cattle was being grabbed.

KANDAHAR - The Karadkha branch of the Nationalist Movement said theKaradkha branch of the Nationalist Movement said that the Karadkha branch of the Nationalist Movement had been working for 15 years. Now, there are plans to construct a township for university’s teachers. These people have already started grabbing the land,” the spokesman said. He said Kochi tribe had ownership documents of the land and said that the local authorities had not been able to resolve the issue.